
Application

Designed by CIRCONTROL to collect and store data from a specific 
set of EV Chargers for monitoring and reporting. This cloud-based 
Platform has an easy and intuitive dashboard and offers customisable 
reports by user, charger, consumption and tariff, inclouding invoices 
simulation. 

Intelligent charging 
solutions for electric 
vehicles
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Perfect for... 
Fleet managers, condominium administrators, car park operators and 
other stakeholders with similar needs will easily (un)subscribe users, 
customise reports and use this information to address only the action 
items that add value and therefore are interesting. 

Cosmos is a cloud platform based on OCPP 1.6J that 

gathers data from a specific set of EV Chargers and helps 

you to create and manage your own charging network. 

Therefore, monitoring, controlling remotely the chargers 

and/or reporting processes are simpler and automatic.

Cosmos (cloud-based platform) 
The ultimate tool for monitoring and reporting 



Cosmos cloud-based platform
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Benefits

Configuration (Company, facility, chargers, users...)

Monitoring of Charging Points

Basic control of charging points (start, stop, unlock...)

Advanced control of charging points (reserve, reboot, get diagnosis, FW upgrade*...)

Access to historic of reports

Configure user/company reports (company, facility, users, schedule, tariff...)

Map showing the location of the charging points

Error automatic reporting

Real-time dashboard (widget)
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Licenses

Create your own Partner Network, escalating and personalizing it 

according to your needs. 

Easy and intuitive dashboard 
 

Obtain easily a general overview 
and the most significant data 

about an installation or a group of 
installations in a simple glance. 

Customisable reports 

Design, generate and send by 
reports automatically by e-mail, as 
well as invoices simulations with 
consumption data, times, rates...

Charging network map

Locate and check your chargers 
status on a map in a very easy and 

quick way. 

(Un)susbscribe users

Manage the autorised users of 
your charging network as well as 

its permissions and profiles as 
required. 

EV charger log display

Reduce the fault resolution time 
and obtain a quick diagnosis if any 

charger is not working properly. 

Compatible with other brands

Connect other EV chargers, a part 
from Circontrol’s, as long as they 
comply with OCPP 1.6 protocol. 


